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Art with an Agenda 
Grades 9-12 

Lesson Plan 

for Memphis Brooks Museum of Art Permanent Collection Tours 
    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This artwork was created to be a positive 
message to communities during the Great 
Depression by demonstrating determination, 
perseverance, and strength in the face of 
adversity. 

  
Burton Callicott  
American, 1907-2003 
The Gleaners, 1936 
Oil on cnvas 
Gift of Evelyne and Burton Callicott  94.7 

 
 
 

      

This quilt was made by women from the 
community of Gee's Bend, Alabama as a way 
to not only keep people warm, but also create   
economic growth for their region during the 
civil rights movement. Their quilts are highly 
valued in Gee's Bend and in the art world 
today. 

Allie Pettway 
American, b. 1917 
Housetop Quilt, ca. 2004 
Cotton 
Gift of Jeff Farmer, Jr. and Norma Upshur in honor of 
their mothers, Betty Jane Bethune Farmer and Delma 
H. Belew  2005.5 
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Dear Teachers, 

 Artists have long been the source of moving and shaking in their communities. On this tour of 

the Brooks Museum's permanent collection, students will engage in critical conversation about the role 

of artwork in igniting positive social change. By examining form, subject matter, and the artworks, 

place in history and cultural community, students will gain a better understanding of subtle and not-so-

subtle messages artists place within their works to promote activism and enact change. 

 Images discussed will aid in the discovery of how art and images can represent the values and 

needs of a community and may also inspire students to consider ways to take action for the 

improvement of their own community.  

 In the studio, students will have the opportunity to explore topics of issue within their 

community and create broadsides for promoting awareness of their chosen theme. Historically, 

broadsides were used as a temporary document to communicate a specific point quickly, then be 

thrown out. Today, broadsides are regarded more as fine art and often incorporate poems with the 

message.  Students will work in small groups to select a topic, decide on a message, and create unique, 

individual broadsides. The studio activity is meant to encourage working together, considering ways to 

participate in community service for a positive change, and producing artwork with a larger meaning 

and function. Back at school, the broadsides can be displayed to show student interest in activism for 

positive community change. 

 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Brooks Education 
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Grade Level:     
  
9th - 12th  
    
Number of Students:  
     
60 maximum 
 
TN State Standards in Art:   
        

 Standard 1.0 Media, Techniques, and Processes:  
Students will understand and apply media, techniques, and processes. 
 

 Standard 3.0 Evaluation:  
Students will choose and evaluate a range of subject matter, symbols, and ideas.  
 

 Standard 4.0 Historical and Cultural Relationships: 
Students will understand the visual arts in relation to history and cultures.   
 

 Standard 6.0 Interdisciplinary Connections:  
Students will make connections between visual arts and other disciplines.  

     
Common Core Standards Met during the Tour Experience: 
 
Speaking and Listening 
Grades 9-10: 1, 3,, 4, 6 
Grades 11-12: 1, 3, 4,6 
 
*See Curriculum Connections for specific core curriculum standards 
 
 
 
 
 
Students will examine how artists have used their works to ignite social change within their 

communities and present a call-to-action to inspire others. 

 
 

Lesson Plan  

Main goal of tour 
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The learner will… 
 
Remember    Make observations about an artwork thinking about what it looks like, where, when and 

by whom it was made. 
 
Understand  Discuss the artwork while thinking about artist intent and possible ‘meanings.’. 

  Consider the history, culture and other facts to brainstorm possible interpretations. 

Apply     Describe the artwork's subject matter to deduce and perhaps understand the   

  artist's intent and how the art work may serve the larger community. 

 
Analyze    Break apart the artwork by its elements (line, shape, color, etc.) and principles   

  (harmony, movement, balance, contrast, etc.) to determine how the artist is   

  grabbing the viewer's attention and sending a message about/to his or her community. 

Evaluate      Determine if the artworks serve the community for which they were made.  

Assess how and if the artist was able to meet some of the needs of their community 

with an artwork. 

Evaluate the formal properties of the work. Is it a good design? Does it grab the 

audience's attention? Is the message of the work clear? 

Determine if the artwork actually send a message for positive change. 

 Offer suggestions on how the artist could change the artwork in order to make an 
artwork send a different or clearer message. 

 
Create             In the studio, the students will work in groups to create broadsides that promote 

awareness about a community issue.  

 
 
 

 
 
 

Lesson Objectives Established with Bloom’s Taxonomy 

Classroom Preparation Prior to Visit 
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Review Teacher Resources and consider ways of implementing them in your teaching 
prior to your museum visit. 
 
Introduce students to the Communities vocabulary list. Discuss the terms and help 
students identify examples of each.   
 
See pre-visit activities. 

 
Review Museum Guidelines with students.  
  
 
 
 

 
 
These websites and books provide ideas for teachers and students who want to make a positive change 
in their community. 

Teaching Tolerance: A Project of the Southern Poverty Law Center 

The "Classroom Resources" section is an excellent source of lesson plans that tie Core Curriculum 
standards and teaching tolerance.  

http://www.tolerance.org/  

DoSomething.org 

DoSomething.org is the country’s largest not-for-profit for young people and social change. We have 
1,666,208 members (and counting) who work hard on causes they care about. Bullying. Animal cruelty. 
Homelessness. Cancer. The list goes on. DoSomething.org spearheads national campaigns so 13- to 25-
year-olds can make an impact - without ever needing money, an adult, or a car.  

http://www.dosomething.org/  

Community Solution 

This website is dedicated to calling the team effort of communities together to primarily address the 
problems associated with high levels of CO2. Their community-based approach could be studied and 
applied to other community needs. 

http://www.communitysolution.org/community.html  

Teacher Resources 

http://www.tolerance.org/
http://www.dosomething.org/
http://www.communitysolution.org/community.html
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Suggested Reading: 
 

 Hoose, Phillip M., It's Our World, Too!: Young People Who Are Making a Difference: How 
They Do It-How You Can, Too!, Square Fish; Reprint edition., 2002 

Grades 5
th

 and up  ISBN: 0374336229 

An invaluable companion to the award-winning We Were There, Too! provides young readers with the 
tools to bring about change. Particularly addressing the events of 2001, it guides young people to 
empower themselves and encourages them to believe they can make a difference in the world. 

*This non-fiction book can provide inspiration for ideas for community-based artworks and social 
change. 

 Govenar, Alan, Extraordinary Ordinary People: Five American Masters of Traditional Arts, 
Candlewick, 2006 

Grades:5
th 

and up  ISBN: 0763620475 

Five ordinary Americans are presented for their creative and unique contributions to their communities. 

Their passion for their work shows in the fruits of their labor. 

 

Vocabulary: 

 

Please use your discretion when determining the appropriate content for your class. Terms are from 

Tennessee Academic Vocabulary. 

Appropriation:  The act of taking something for one’s own use, typically without the owner’s  

   permission; the artistic practice of reworking images from well-known   

   paintings, photographs, etc., in one’s own work  

Content:   Meaning, significance, and information in a work of art.  

Counterculture:  A way of life and set of attitudes opposed to or at variance with the prevailing  
   social norm 

Culture:   The sum of attitudes, customs, and beliefs that distinguishes one group of  
   people from  another. Culture is transmitted from one generation to the next  
   through language, material objects, ritual, institutions, and art. 

Graphics:   Images and words generated by hand or computer 

Icon:    Symbol or image of cultural significance.  

Printmaking:   A process in which an artist repeatedly transfers an original image from one  
   prepared surface to another. 

Vocabulary 
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Propaganda:  Information used to promote or publicize a particular political cause or point of  
   view 

Reform:   Make changes in (something, typically a social, political, or economic institution 
   or practice) in order to improve it 

 
 

 
Artists have always created works depicting ideas 

and struggles of their lifetimes. Sometimes their 

artwork is more personal, sometimes it is more 

political, and sometimes it is meant to address an 

issue in their community. Many artists use their 

talents to create thought-provoking images which 

may lead to a call for action – igniting positive 

social change. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This artwork was created by an artist who was born 
in America into a middle class family. Her 
grandparents were former slaves. Elizabeth Catlett 
later studied with Mexican muralist painters and 
became a citizen of Mexico. The muralist painters 

were an important influence on not only the style, but also the subject matter of Catlett's artwork. 

 

Like much of her work, this print addresses social issues of the past and also Catlett's present. She uses 
African American historical icons to represent strength in the face of adversity both during the times 
when freedom was accessible through the Underground Railroad to the Jim Crow segregation laws still 
in effect in the 1940s. Pictured here is Harriet Tubman, urging a weary group to persevere.  Catlett also 
uses Malcolm X and unidentified, but noble portraits of men and women sharecroppers to represent 
courage and tenacity.  

Pre-Visit Activities 

 

Elizabeth Catlett  
American, b. 1915 
In Harriet Tubman I Helped Hundreds to 
Freedom from the series The Negro 
Woman, 1946-1947 
Linocut, AP II/IV 
Gift of AutoZone, Inc. 2001.15.1i 
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This is one print from a series called The Negro Woman. The prints depict historical oppression, 
resistance, and survival of African American women. The artworks are small, but powerful. Bold lines 
created by hand carving into linoleum, combined with the subject matter, make a strong statement 
about helping those in the larger community through positive change and activism. 

 

 

Discussion Points for Elizabeth Catlett: 

-Does this artwork call for reform in the community or is the significance of the content more about the 
symbolism? Explain. 

-How could a series of prints with a powerful message (like Elizabeth Catlett's The Negro Woman series) 
be used as positive propaganda to promote social change for a community 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When an artist re-uses an image or design which did not originate from him/her it is called  

appropriation. For this diptych (set of two artworks) Glenn Ligon has appropriated the iconic phrase 

from the 1968 sanitation workers' strike in Memphis for his artwork. During this strike, Dr. Martin 

Luther King, Jr. came to Memphis to support the workers and was assassinated at the Lorraine Motel. 

The “I AM A MAN” phrase was printed on signs carried by the sanitation workers and has become an 

icon for the struggles of African Americans to be treated with dignity and respect as equals. 

Ligon created in 1988 (20 years after the sanitation workers' strike) in the hopes of using the legacy of 

the civil rights movement in his own artwork. The painting itself was made using the combination of oil 

and enamel paints. When the two materials start to dry, their chemical makeup causes the paint to 

Glen Ligon  
American, b. 1960 
Condition Report, 2000 
Silkscreen on IRIS prints 
Memphis Brooks Museum of 
Art Purchase with funds 
provided by Blanchard and 
Louise Tual, Paul and Phyllis 
Berz, and Jef and Babs 
Feibelman in honor of Kawin 
Feldman and Jim Lutz  
2003 2a-b 
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crackle and pull away from the surface. Next, the artist created a series of prints from his original 

painting. Ligon asked one of his friends who worked in artifact preservation  to create a report of the 

condition of the crackled painting's print – pointing out any imperfections, marks, cracks, etc. While the 

friend was creating the report, he was not studying the message of the subject matter, but the literal 

surface of the work. 

One interpretation of Ligon's appropriated print could be to show people that though the message is 

strong, sometimes viewers only see the surface. Perhaps Ligon wished to share this observation with 

communities who experienced the civil rights movement and influence communities of future viewers 

to be aware of the underlying message.   

Discussion points for Glen Ligon: 

-How do you interpret the meaning of the phrase “I AM A MAN” worn by the sanitation workers?  

-As someone who was interested in equal rights unbiased of sexual orientation, how do you think Glen 

Ligon interpreted  the phrase? 

-Is Ligon's art working to inspire positive social change in varying communities? Explain. 

 

 

 
 
 
This section introduces discussion points on the concept of what students learn in school can be used to 
make a positive change in a community. The post-visit section provides activities in conjunction with 
these discussion points. Any time common curriculum concepts can be tied in to real-world issues, 
student learning will be enhanced. Below are suggested examples and ideas based on the theme of arts 
activism, but the possibilities of incorporating community issues (animal rights, bullying, environment, 
health, homelessness, hunger, etc.) into your lesson plans are endless.  

ENGLISH: 

Concept: Like art, writing can also be an instrument of community involvement and a tool of 
social change. It is one of the many ways we can contribute to public conversations about local, 
national, and global issues. Participating in discussions of reform through  personal letters, 
email, blogs, articles, persuasive essays, and more gives the opportunity for the writer and the 
readers to think about and ideally act upon solving the problems of a community. 

MATH:  

 Concept: Understanding real-world issues requires real-world data. It is important for 
 mathematicians to be able to model their information, like statistics, in a such a way that it is 
 easy for others to understand. 

 

Pre-Visit Activities /Curriculum Connections 
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SCIENCE:  

 Concept: Increasingly artists and scientists are working together for a variety of reasons 
including turning complex data into visual representations to improve public understanding of  
scientific concepts and research. The artist can use scientific research to emphasize community 
problems and present solutions. 

SOCIAL STUDIES:  

 Concept: As demonstrated by Elizabeth Catlett and Glen Ligon's artworks, the message of a  

work of art can address past, current, and maybe future community concerns. From the ancient 
world to the American Revolution and up to now, the arts spread not only the ideas of the time, 
but also counterculture movements. Look at the artwork from the time period you are currently 
studying. What are some pieces that emphasized the culture and/or the counterculture? Are 
there any instances in which the arts ignited awareness or positive social change? 

ARTS: 

Concept: The arts are a universal form of communication that cut across racial, cultural, social, 
and economic barriers. This is how the arts become a tool for communication for all to 
understand. Art can be the primary language for communicating messages about positive 
change for communities. 

 

 
 
 

This section provides activities in conjunction with the discussion points found in the pre-visit 

curriculum connections.  

LANGUAGE ARTS: 

Activity: Choose an issue that needs attention in your community and write a persuasive essay. 

Below are some general ideas for arguing a point of view about the fine arts, but you can 

choose to make yours more local or relevant to current community events: 

 Should the federal government provide funding for the arts? 

 Are the arts an essential part of humanity? 

 Should some television ads be considered as objects of art? 

 Should art museums be free for everyone? 

 Should art museums censor some of the works on display?    
 

Post-Visit Activities/Curriculum Connections 

 

William Hollingsworth 

American, 1910-1944 
Spring on Farish Street, 1941 
Watercolor 
Brooks Memorial Art Gallery Purchase  42.5 
© Estate of William Hollingsworth 

William Hollingsworth 
American, 1910-1944 
Spring on Farish Street, 1941 
Watercolor 
Brooks Memorial Art Gallery Purchase  42.5 
© Estate of William Hollingsworth 
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(Common Core>>English Language Arts Standards>>Literacy.WHST.9-10.1, 9-10.4). 

(Common Core>>English Language Arts Standards>>Literacy.WHST.11-12.1; 11-12.4; 
11-12.5). 

MATH:  

Activity: Teachers may choose a public-interest approach to teach mathematical concepts by 
applying them to data from real-world social and community issues.   

Here is just one idea of many possibilities : Your school is a community within the larger 
neighborhood or city. The school as its own community can contribute to larger causes in the 
neighborhood, city, or beyond. For example, one project could ask students to think critically 
about the amount of ___ (poverty, hunger, crime, etc.) ___ through studying statistical data 
found in the sources below. Have students use the data to create visual models of the 
community issue. Once the models are complete have students brainstorm ways the school can 
work to help improve the larger community's conditions using statistics, reasoning, and higher-
order thinking. Display the students' work prominently to encourage positive change and 
demonstrate real-world application of mathematical concepts. 

Sources to get started:  

 http://www.city-data.com/city/Memphis-Tennessee.html  

 http://feedingamerica.issuelab.org/resource/hunger_in_america_2010_local_report_pr
epared_for_the_memphis_food_bank   

 http://www.radicalmath.org/main.php?id=SocialJusticeMath  

 http://seceij.net/seceij/summer10/dont_do_connect.html  
(Common Core>>Mathematics>>High School: Statistics & Probability >> “Interpreting 

Categorical & Quantitative Data”). 

SCIENCE:  

Activity: Using scientific data of global climate change, geological events, human activity and 
other factors that impact an ecosystem and your most creative talents construct visual 
representations of not only the facts and research that you find, but also consider potential 
solutions. 

(TN State Standards>>Biology 1>>Standard 2>>Interdependence). 

SOCIAL STUDIES: 

Activity: Create an artwork, song, or skit to compliment activist movements from the time 
period that you are currently studying or community issues of today. 

(TN State Standards>>Social Studies>>Most Courses>>Culture, Standard 1). 

http://www.city-data.com/city/Memphis-Tennessee.html
http://feedingamerica.issuelab.org/resource/hunger_in_america_2010_local_report_prepared_for_the_memphis_food_bank
http://feedingamerica.issuelab.org/resource/hunger_in_america_2010_local_report_prepared_for_the_memphis_food_bank
http://www.radicalmath.org/main.php?id=SocialJusticeMath
http://seceij.net/seceij/summer10/dont_do_connect.html
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ARTS:  

Activity: Organize an art show to support your cause. The artwork can be made by the students 
in your class or a call for art from students and teachers in the school. Find a space to display 
the work – maybe the hallway, gym, or library. Be sure that the art is representative of the 
theme/cause for positive change and have information text panels to explain the show. A good 
place to start would be displaying the broadsides created during the studio experience at the 
Brooks along with an information panel. Invite community members to see the art and inspire 
them to work toward positive social change.  

 (TN State Standards>>Visual Arts>>Standard 4.0>>Historical and Cultural Relationships). 

 

BEYOND THE CLASSROOM: 

 There are many ways to get involved and make positive changes for your community. No 

 matter what the cause or interest is, the steps below show how to plan for implementing a 

 service activity in the classroom or beyond: 

Investigation the issue → Planning and Preparation → Implementing the Service Activity → 

Reflecting on the service project → Demonstration/Celebration 

See the K-12 Service-Learning Project Planning Toolkit for other resources and ideas: 

www.ffa.org/documents/lts_servicelearningtoolkit.pdf  

http://www.ffa.org/documents/lts_servicelearningtoolkit.pdf

